Season: All Year  
Type: snack  
Difficulty: Easy  
Serves: 8 tastes  
From the Garden: Tomatoes, Cucumber, Basil, Spring Onion and Garlic

### What to do:

- Wash tomatoes and chop into small pieces; place into a bowl.
- Peel and de-seed the cucumber and chop flesh into small cubes, add to tomato.
- Wash the basil, dry and tear leaves into smaller pieces then add to the mix.
- Chop the onion very finely and place into the bowl.
- Drizzle mix with a small amount of olive oil and balsamic vinegar, season with salt and pepper then mix thoroughly with a spoon.
- Toast your piece of bread and then whilst still hot rub with a cut garlic clove.
- Spoon the tomato mix onto your toast and ENJOY!!!